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ODIN
Here he is—the god of titles. Take your pick—All-Father, Raven 
King, Lord of the Hanged, Big Daddy High Muckety-Muck of 
all the Aesir—to us, he’ll always be this f’ing guy.







Even the real story prolly 

ain’t true

Heard so many stories ‘bout how he 
lost his eye, not sure which to believe

Similar shade of blue as Thor’s



No doubt these are magical inks… 
you don’t shave down for a full-head 
tattoo and then grow hair back over 
it if it’s just for looks

Polished Lyngbakr bone inscribed with 
Ansuz rune (intellectual learning)

Odin couldn’t have the Smartest 
Man Alive as his advisor without 
reminding people that he himself 
is the real brains of the operation.



Not gonna lie—love this twill 
weave cloak

Looky there, a little Huginn & 
Muninn! Sure loves his ravens!

Delicate gold-threaded flower 
pattern—very dignified

Burnished gold clasp—in 
traditional Aesir style

Asgardian tailors are amongst 
the best in the realms.

His obsession borders 
on mental illness.

says he un-ironical

And amongst the most 

stuck-up!



Finest Asgardian wool, woad-dyed 
to bring out his eye.

Strange this is only example of 
traditional Asgardian knotwork 
on outfit...

These patterns are definitely 
Seiðr in nature, representing his 
mastery of the ancient magicks

I presume he wants to give off 
an aura of worldliness, so he 
limits common Aesir elements to 
mere accents.

Note the second appearance 
of his ravens here.









8 of these babies… don’t think that’s a coincidence…

Is it true he keeps his ravens in his tattoos?

Indeed... 8 realms to dominate besides his own?

It’s true, and it’s unsettling!

Stop.

Bit much innit?

Yeah! What happens if they gotta 

make a turd??





Note the excessive use of rope—it’s a major 
ingredient/component in his magic, so it 
makes sense to keep a lot on hand

Carved from reindeer antler—probably 
containing a magical reagent

Not decorative—magical anchor for 
certain Seiðr magic spells

Beaded cat-tails of belt leather

Makes sense... I think I’ve seen such 
ornaments on Revenant witches.



Most folks is prolly too shook at being in Odin’s presence 
to notice he’s not all perfect—but Lúnda’s eyes see all!

Oh, hush, Blábr!
Izzat why they so bloodshot?



Walnut brown leather boots—an 
old-school classic



Everybody knows Gungnir, right? 
Odin’s Spear, and Ivaldi’s masterwork

Decorative, but most likely also imbuing 
battle enchantments with every shape

We’re familiar with it.



…and here’s the ‘full Gungnir’—a 
deadly spear-blade, summoned 
from the Bifröst in a flash when 
he needs it.

Here it is in ‘staff’ form, 
unassuming and benign, 
a fancy walking stick…
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